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SPECIAL TO JAPANESE PRESS

Japan-born Larry Peons and Tadaaky are anions

the artists represented in THE

RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modern Art in New York
on February 25. The exhibition, documenting a widespread and powerful new direction
in contemporary art, brings together more than 120 paintings and constructions by
99 artists from some 15 countries.
William C. Seits, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less a8 objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the
eye and mind of the viewer. Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of
color, white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual
artists establish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art. These
new kinds of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of
colors, after-images, illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to
the eye even though they do not exist physically in the work itself. Each observer
sees and responds ••©•whit differently.
Larry Peons is an American who was born in Tokyo in 1957 and now lives in
New York City. He is represented in the exhibition by a large 6* x 9 ' V
of 196^ entitled ITixe's Hate.

painting

Tadasky (Tadasuke Kuwayama) has an oil painting A*1Q1

(1964) in the exhibition. The work is a recent acquisition to the Museum Collections,
Tadasky was born in Nagoya in I935 and also resides in New York City.
The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Mr. Seit?:.

Illustrated

with Uj works, 12 in color, the catalog is available frcm the Museum for $1.95.
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 25, at which
tlas it will travel to St. Loui3, Seattle, Tasadena and Baltimore.

Photographs and additional information available frc&i Elizabeth Shaw, Director, and
Linda Goldsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern
Art, 11 West 55 Street, New York, N.Y. 10039. Circle ££8900.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SPECIAL TO APSTRIAK PRESS

Viennese-born Hare Adrian and Lily Greenham are among the artists represented in
THE RESP01T3IVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modern Art in New York
on February 25. The exhibition, documenting a widespread and powerful new direction
in contemporary art, brings together more than 120 paintings and constructions by
99 artists from some 15 countries.
William C. Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the
eye and mind of the viewer. Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color,
white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists
establish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art.

These new kinds

of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors, afterimages, illustions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eye even though
they do not exist physically in the work itself. Each observer ssos and responds
soir»2wha t d If£eren tly.
Hare Adrian i3 represented in the exhibition by a construction of industrial
glass over a painted relief which is entitled "K 7" (1962).

The 33-year old artist

was born and lives in Vienna. Lily Greenham has a colli£J| \% 196^ called "Study of
Differentiation and Identity in Visual Perception: Thrae Variations" on view in the
show. Born inVienna in I928 of Austrian and Danish parents, she now resides in Paris.
The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Hr. Seitz.

Illustrated

with lj-3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum for $1.95.
THE IB3P0HSIV3 EYE will rmmain on vi®\i in Hew York through April 25, at which
time it will travel to St. Louis, Seattle, Tasadena and Baltimore.

# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # • # 4 1 'X- # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # * # # 41 *
Photographs and additional information available from Elizabeth Sh*Vj Director, and
Linda Goldsmith. Asclitant. Ue:>t. of Public Information. The Muttum of Modem Art, 11
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SFECIAL TO GREEK PRESS

Athenian-born William Komodore is among" the artists represented in THE
RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modern Art in
New York on February 2*>» The exhibition, documenting a widespread and
powerful new direction in contemporary art, brings together more than 120
paintings and constructions by 99 artists from seme 15> countries•
William C. Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these
works exist less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the eye and mind of the viewer.

Using only lines, bands

and patterns, flat areas of color, white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood,
glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists establish a new relationship
between the observer and a work of art. These new kinds of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors, after-images,
illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eleven though
they do not exist physically in the work it calf *

Each observer sees and re-

sponds somewhat differently*
Mr» Kommodore is represented in the exhibition by a canvas of 1961* entitled "Vermont".

The 33-year old artist is now a citizen of the United States

residing in New York City*
The exhibition is accompanied by a £6~page catalog by Mr. Seitz. Illustrated with ii3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum
for $lo9$.
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 2j, at
which time it will travel to St0 Louis, Seattle, Pa3ad^na and Balti* :•:>:• j.

Additional information and photographs available frei Eliiabeth Shaw, Director,
and Linda Golsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Informationj The Mttseun of
Modern Art, 11 West £3 Street, Nov/ York, N. Y. 10019a Circle 5-b*?0Q»
.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SPECIAL TO BELGIAN PRESS

The Belgian artist Walter Leblanc is among the artists represented in THE
RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modern Art in New
York on February 25#

The exhibition, documenting a widespread and powerful

new direction in contemporary art, brings together more than 120 paintings
and constructions by 99 artists from seme 15 countries0
William C» Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these
works exist less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual
responses in the eye and mind of the viewer*

Using only lines, bands and

patterns, flat areas of color, white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood,
glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists establish a new relationship
;

between the observer and a work of art. Tfrese new kinds of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors, after images, illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eye
even though they do not exist physically in tho work itself«

Each observer-

sees and responds somewhat differently.
Mr* Leblanc is represented in the exhibition by a work of 1962 entitled
"Mobilo-Statiqua" which is constructed of polyvinyl strips on wood;. The 33year old artist was born and lives in Antwerp*
The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Mr. Seitz0

Illus-

trated with U3 work©, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum
for $1«95.
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 25, at
which time it will travel to St. Louis, Seattle, ?a*adewi and Baltimore*

Photographs and additional information available from Elizabeth Shaw, Director,
and Linda Goldsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Hueeun of
Modern Art. 11 West 53 Street, Neu York, W. Y.
10019.
Circle 5-H900.
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SPECIAL TO CANADIAN NEWSPAPERS
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Canadian-bom Agnes Martin, Guido Molinari and Claude Tousignant are among the
artists represented in THE RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modem Art on February 25. The exhibition, documenting a widespread and powerful new
direction in contemporary art, brings together more than 120 paintings and constructions
by 99 artists from some 15 countries.
William C. Seits, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses is the eye
and mind of the viewer.

Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color,

vhite, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists
establish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art.

These new kinds

of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors,
after-images, illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eye even
though they do not exist physically in the work itself • Each observer sees and responds
somswhat differently.
Agnes Martin is represented by a large 6* x 6 ! canvas done in oil and pencil entitled "The Treerl(196U) •

She was born in Maklin in 1921 and is now an American citizen.

She resides in New York City. Mr. Molinare has a 196U painting, "Mutation? Verte et Rouse",
measuring 6*7" x 8«, in the show.

The 32-year £ld

9rtijBt

was born and lives in

Mon„

treal. Mr. Tousignant is a 33-year old artist with a painting called "L!Empecheur de
Tourner en Rond" (196U)., in the show.

He also was b o m and lives in Montreal.

The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Mr. Seitz.

Illustrated

with I4.3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum for $1.95.
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 25, at which
tii e it will travel to St. Louis, Seattle, Pasadena and Baltimore.
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Thirteen German artists are represented in THE RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition at The
Museum of Modern Art in Hew York: Heinz Mack and Gunter Uecker of Dusseldorf5
Gunter Fruhtrunk, Gerhard von Graevenitz, Uli. Pohl, Karl Reinhartz and Walter
Zehringer of Munich; Wolfgang Ludwig of Berlin; Ludwig Wilding of Westheim, Augsburg
have works on view in the show. Also represented are the Brazilian Almir Mavignier
who lives in Ulm (Donau), Venezualan Gego (GertrncV Goldschmidt) who was born in
Hamburg, and Americans Josef Albers who was b o m in Westphalia and Hannes Beckmann
from Stuttgart, The exhibition, which opened in New York on February 2$, documents
a widespread and powerful new direction in contemporary art and brings together more
than 120 paintings and constructions by 99 artists from some 15> countries.
William C. Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be exarined than as generators of perceptual responses in the eye
and mind of the viewer.

Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color,

white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists
establish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art. These new kinds
of subjective experiendes, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors,
after-images, illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eye even
though they do not exist physically in the work itself. Each observer sees and responds somewhat differently.
Heinz Mack, who was born in Lollar, Westphalia, in 1931> is represented in the
exhibition by a construction of I96U entitled "Door of Paradise1'. Mr. Uecker!s
construction of nails and canvas on wood, "Moving Light", of i960 is on view.

He

was born in Mecklenburg in 1930. Mack and Uecker represent a group of Gorman artists
called "Group Zero". Mr. Fruhtrunk's "Blue Out of Orange" (1963) 3-s o n vie*T« He
in 1001
was born in Munich/and now lives in Paris. Mr. von Graevenitz, who was born in

-2

Schilde, Brandenburg, in 193U is represented by a work of plaster on wood of 1961.
Uli ?ohlfs plexiglas construction "PX KK/3010 - S9/6U" is ih the exhibition.
30-year-old artist was born and lives in Munich.

The

Karl Reinhartz, who was born in

Heme, Westphalia, in 1932, is represented by a wood work of 196U. Mr. Zehringer,
a 25-year-old artist born in Memmingen, has a work of painted wfcod and plastic in
the exhibition. Mr. Ludwig was born in Mielesdorf in 1923. He has an oil painting
of 196U in the show. Mr. Wilding's "Cinetic Structure 5/63" of tempera on wood with
plastic cord, is on view. Wilding was born in Grunstadt, Pfalz, in 1927. Almir
Mavignier was born in Rio de Janeiro in 192£ and is represented in the show by two
oil paintings: "Concave-Convex Planes" and "Vibration on Red".

Gego, who was born

in Hamburg in 1912 and now lives in Caracas, Venezuela, has a brass and steel sculpture entitled "Sphere" in the show. Mr. Beckmann is represented in the exhibition
by a painting called "Inca" of 19&li. He was born in Stuttgart in 1909 and now resides in ilew York City.

One gallery in the exhibition is devoted to eight works by

Josef Albers, "the father of optical art"., Albers, who was born in Bottrop, Westphalia,
in 1838, now lives in New Haven, Connecticut, where he is an instructor at Yale
University.

._ . '

The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Mr. Seitz.

. .. _ _
Illustrated

with U3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum for 0l.95>.
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in Hew York through April 25, at which
time it will begin a tour of four cities throughout the United States.
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Photographs and additional material available from Elisabeth Shaw, Director, and
Linda Goldsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern
Art, 11 Vest $3 Street, New York, N. Y.
10019.
Circle 5-8900.
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FOR B S S U A T S RI1EASE
SPECIAl TO POLISH PRESS
Polish-born Kenryk "Berlevi, Wojeleeh Fangor smd Julian Sianotsk are a^ong the artists
represented in r:>'C KE5?0KSI7I EXE exhibition which opened at The M W e w of Modern Art
in Hew York on February 2$. The exhi ition, documenting a widespread and powerful new
direction in contemporary art, brings together nore than 120 paintings and constructions
by 99 artists fron eorco If? countries*
William C. Salts, director of the exhibition,points out that those v.orka cadet
less as objects to be examined than 83 generators of perceptual responses in the eye of
of the viewer. Being only lines, bend* and patterns, flat areas of color, white, gray
or black or cleanly cut wood, glees* metal end plastic, perceptual artists establish a
new relationship between the observer and a work of art. These new kinds of subjective
experiences, which result fron the simultaneous contrast of colors, after-images, illusions tmd other optecal devices, are entirely real to the eye even though they do
not exist physically in the work itself, Each observer sees and responds somewhat
differently.
Mr* Berlevij who van horn in ' area* in l$9i*f le represented by a painting entitled
ftD*hsno-?okturet Construction in Tix rtynrcs of 1963. He now re rides in Perls* KOjelech
Feago* has an oft painting of 1963, llulticolored Target dumber 1?, in the exhibition.

He wee born in Warsaw in 1922 end la sen a resident of Paris* Stenosans painting
Ulterior XnagSS of 1962 la on view in the Show* B o m in Poland in 1928, he is now an
Aeerltan citizen residing in Cleveland, Ohio.
The exhibition is eeconpanled by a $6-page catalog by ::r. Salts*

Illustrated

vith h3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available froa the Hussim for &«95«
T H E RESFOUSI rJS K£& will remain on view in Ueu 101!: through April 2$, at which
tiro it will travel to r>t. Louis. Seattle. Pasadena and ftaltlnore*
* *- * e a a » • a # M< a # # a a a a » a a a <*• a a 11 a •• H a " • a <* a a a a 1 a a a
Photographs and additional information available froa Elisabeth Shav, director,
i
inde Goldsmith, Asidstanti !5e urtr nt of "ublic 3
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SPECIAL TO YUGOSLAVIAN PRESS

Yugoslavian artists Ivan Picelj and Hiroslav Sutej are among the artists represented
in TIIE RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modern Art in New York
on February 25. The exhibition, documenting a widespread and powerful new direction
in contemporary art, brings together more than 120 paintings and constructions by 99
artists from some 15 countries,
William C. Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the eye
of the viewer.

Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color, white,

gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists establish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art.

These new kinds of

subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors, afterimages, illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eye even though
they do not exist physically in the work itself,

Fach observer sees and responds

somewhat differently,
Ivan Picelj is r - - ../,

t

,.k o^ painted work entitled Surface XXXIV.

of 196U, Mr. Picelj was born in Okuc/asi in 192b and now lives in Zagreb. Miroslav
Sutej has an oil painting of 196 3 entitled Bombardment of the Optic Nerve II
view in the exhibition.

on

Born in Duga fcesa in 1936, Mr. Sutej is also now a resident

of Zagreb.
The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Mr. Seitz.

Illustrated

vith l;3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum for $1.9$«
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 25, at which
time it will travel, to St. Louis, Seattle, Pasadena and Baltimore.
* #ftftftftft-*ftftft-K-ftftftft-*ftftft# # ft ftftftftftftftftftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft

Photographs and additional information available from Elizabeth Shaw, Director,and
Linda Goldsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern
Art, 11 'Jest 53 Street, N « M York. H. Y. 10019. Circle 5-n900.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SPECIAL TO DUTCH PRESS
Francis Ray Hewitt, an American who lives in Amsterdam, is among the artists represented in THE RESPONSIVE ETE exhibition which opened at The Museum of Modern Art in
New Tork on February 25*

The exhibition, documenting a widespread and powerful new

direction in contemporary art, brings together more than 120 paintings and constructions
by 99 artists from some 15 countries*
William C. Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the eye
and mind of the viewer*

Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color,

white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists
establish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art*

These new kinds

of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors,
after-images, illusions and other optical devices, w% entirely real to the eye even
though they do not exist physically in the work itself*

Each observer sees and responds

somewhat differently*
Mr. Hewitt is represented in the exhibition by a canvas of 196U entitled "Abe's
Box*1* The artist was born in Springfield, Vermont, in 1936*
The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog by Mr* Seitz*

Illustrated

with U3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum for $1*95*
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New Tork through April2$, at which
tins it will travel to St* Louis, Seattle, Pasadena and Baltimore*
* * * * * * * * * # * • * *** * * * * * * * * *
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Photographs and additional information available from Elizabeth Shaw, Director, and Linda
goldsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern Art, 11 West
53 Street, New Tork, N. T* 10019* Circle 5-8900*
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SPECIAL TO SOUTH AMERICAN PRESS

Seven artists from South America are represented in THE RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition at
The Museum of Modern Art in New York. Works by Venezuelans Carlos Cruz-Diez and Gego;
Argentines Hugo Demarco, Horacio Garcia Rossi, Julio Le Pare and, Luis Tomasello; and
Brazilian Aljnir Mavignier are on view. The exhibition, which opened in New York on
February ?5, documents a widespread and powerful new direction in contemporary art
and brings together more than 120 paintings and constructions by 99 artists from some
15 countries.
William C. Seitz, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the eye
and mind of the viewer.

Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color,

white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and plastic, perceptual artists
extablish a new relationship between the observer and a work of art*

These new kinds

of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors,
after-images, illusions and other optical devices, are entirely real to the eye even
though they do not exist physically in the work itself.

Each observer sees and re-

sponds somewhat differently*
Cruz-Diez is represented in the exhibition by a transparent plastic and wood
construction of 19&U entitled Physichromie Number 116, which is in the collection of
Hans Neumann of Caracas. The artist was born in Caracas in 19?3 and is now a

res-

ident of Paris. Gego, who was born Gertruda Goldschmidt in 1912 in Hamburg, Germany,
has a bronze and steel sculpture, Sphere, of 19!?9 on view.

Gego is a resident of

Caracas. Mr. Demarco1s Spat ill Dyrt.v.::;.isri> a construction of plastic and wood, is in
the show*

Mr. Demarco, a resident of Paris, was born in Buenos Aires in 1932. Hr«

ttarcia Rossi is represented by a work of 1959 called Xnter^enetratiqT\mof Three .Colors.

-2-

Born in Buenos Aires in 1929* Mr» Garcia Rossi now lives outside Paris*

Julio

La Fare's Instability Through Movement of the Spectator, a 196U construction of
aluminum and wood, is in the exhibition©

Mr. Le Pare was born in Mendoza in 1928

and now lives in Paris,

Both Garcia Rossi and Le Pare are members of the Groupe de

Recherche d'Art Visuel*

Luis Tomasello is represented by Atmosphere Chromoplastique

Number 109 of 1963, a painteclwood relief.
was born in La Plata in 19l5#

Also a resident of Paris, Mr. Tomasello

Almir Mavignier was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1925

and now lives in Ulm (Donau), Germany*

He has two oil paintings on view in the ex-

hibition: Concave-Convex Planes of 1963 and Vibration on Red of 196U«
The exhibition is accompanied by a 56-page catalog byt Mr. Seitz.

Illustrated

with U3 works, 12 in color, the catalog is available from the Museum for $1.95o
THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 25, at which
time it will travel to St. Louis, Seattle, Pasadena and Baltimore*
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Photographs and additional material available frca Elizabeth Shaw, Director, and
Linda Golsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern
Art, 11 West 53 Street, New York, N. Y.
10019. Circle 5-8900o
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SPECIAL TO Si'AWIflH PTiE-.fl
The Spanish art group Equipo $1 and Spanish artists Eusebio Senpere and Francisco
Sobrino are represented in THE RESPONSIVE EYE exhibition which opened at The Museum
of Modern Art in Hew York on February ?£• The exhibition, documenting a widespread
end powerful new direction in contemporary art, brings together wore than 1?0 paintings and constructions by 99 artists from sor.e V? countries.
William C. Seits, director of the exhibition, points out that these works exist
less as objects to be examined than as generators of perceptual responses in the eye
and mind of the viewer.

Using only lines, bands and patterns, flat areas of color,

white, gray or black or cleanly cut wood, glass, metal and. plastic, perceptual artists
establish a new relationship between the obuerver and a work of art. These new kinds
of subjective experiences, which result from the simultaneous contrast of colors,
after-images, illusions and other optical devices, *re entirely real to the eye even
though they do not exist physically in the work itself•

Each observer sees and responds

aomewhat di ffer ently#
?*r, 9enpen is represented by a work of steel entitled Hanpln.q Screens of 1963,
The artist was born in Onil in V)?h and now resides in Madrid, *'r, Sobrino has a
plexirlas construction of 19^? called Unstable Transformation\ Juxtaposition,
Superposition D on view in the exhibition, Mr« Sobrino, who is a member of the Groups
de Rtoherohe d'Art Visuel, was born in Guadalajara in 193? and now lives in Paris,
Equippo 3>7, a Spanish group that exhibits anonymously, is comprised of artists Juan
Cuenca, An£;el Duarto, Agustin Ibarrola, and Juan Serrano, The group is represented
hy two works: i'A-13, an oil painting of 19£9> and V,2g, an engraving on glass of 1961*«
The exhibition is accompanied by a $6*pnge catalog by Mr, Sails*

Illustrated with

uj v/crks, 1? in color, the catalog is availabla from the Museum for $1,9$,

THE RESPONSIVE EYE will remain on view in New York through April 2£, at
which time it will travel to St* Louis, Seattle, Pasadena and Baltimore.
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Photographs and additional n terial available from Elisabeth 3h w, Director, and
Linda Goldsmith, Assistant, Department of Public Information, The Museum of Modern
Art, 11 West £3 Street, Now York, K. Y. 10019. Circle 5-8900,

